FOREWARD

The premier Department of International Relations, University of Colombo, in the entire university sector in Sri Lanka is introducing the IR Book Series written in English and Sinhala languages. The book series is a brainchild of Dr. Maneesha Wanasinghe-Pasqual, current Head of the Department. The books cover some central areas of International Relations and written by lecturers at the Department who have research expertise and academic qualifications obtained by both local and international universities. The Department expectation is that the book series contributes to the necessity of reading materials relevant to the course units offered by the Department of International Relations while covering some important study areas (and special case studies) that are focused in the syllabuses of the undergraduate courses.

The IR Book Series is funded by the World Bank AHEAD grant. The Department has become a recipient of this competitive grant under the results area of Enhancing Learning Teaching Assessment (ELTA) and English Language Skills Enhancement (ELSE), being among the few departments of the Faculty of Arts in year 2019. The Editorial Committee of the Book Series is committed to ensure the quality of the books, therefore the books were
peer-reviewed and edited. The sustainability of the books will be marked in the translation effort expected in the year 2021.

The books that are published in the IR Book Series 2020 are Diplomacy in International Relations, Human Rights in International Relations, Human Security in International Relations, Peace Negotiation in International Relations, The Concept of Region in International Relations and The Concept of Citizenship in International Relations.

**Dr. Chaminda Padmakumara**
*For Editorial Committee*
Department of International Relations
Faculty of Arts
University of Colombo
Citizenship is both a theory and a policy. Since the epoch of city-states, theorists from various eras, nations, and disciplines have studied the elements and dimensions of citizenship. Also, national policymakers have struggled to determine the most appropriate citizenship definitions and parameters for their people. As a policy, citizenship is what keeps individuals legally attached to states and offers them rights and privileges. In return, those individuals are expected to fulfill their duties as citizens towards the state and remain loyal.

This book provides an introduction to citizenship, highlighting its relevance to the field of International Relations (IR) in interrogating the IR concepts such as the nation-state, individual, international system, and territoriality. However, the book is not limited to IR and contains a multidisciplinary literature review on the matter. Through this book, I intend to generate some interest among undergraduates who study IR, Political Science, and History to further study and research the different dimensions of citizenship. The content would be specially beneficial for IR students to gain a deeper understanding of relations between individuals and states and the factors that affect those relations. On a broader scale, I hope this brief book will be an intervention that triggers a conversation around central questions of citizenship, like who a citizen is, as well as the rights and duties of such a citizen, in a Sri
Lankan context, a conversation that is missing in the country at both academic and empirical levels.

First chapter of this book provides an introduction to the relevance of citizenship in International Relations (IR), followed by the historical overview of citizenship, ranging from the era of city-states up to contemporary times. Second chapter offers brief introductions to different categories of citizenship. Starting from the two key perspectives of citizenship, communitarianism and liberalism, I describe the major features of the dominant categories of citizenship discourse, such as national citizenship, dual citizenship, and transnational citizenship. In third chapter, I specifically pay attention to the (ir)relevance of traditional emphasis of citizenship on territoriality.

This book would not have been possible without the funding support of the World Bank AHEAD, the constant encouragement by Dr. Maneesha Wanasinghe-Pasqual, Head, Department of International Relations and Dr. Chaminda Padmakumara’s thought provoking inputs, specially during the earlier versions. I also thank for those who peer-reviewed and edited the book contents. A special thanks goes to Sakuna Miyasinadha Gamage for granting me permission to use his photo in the front page of this book, which was taken on 12th December, 2018, at Howrah Railway Station, Kolkata, India. I also thank Poojanee and Dinithi, 3rd year IR undergraduate students and Thrishali,
Assistant Lecturer at the Department of International Relations for designing the front page.

Pavithra Jayawardena
December, 2020
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